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Customer Reviews

If you have ancestor's that lived in this area-this book is for you. I found my Rambo's, Bankston's and many related families. from this book. It has been a great new source to fill in family information from this area. A great find!

aside from the "holy grail" of rambo books "The Rambo Family Tree" written by the late Beverly N Rambo this is something that ever Rambo, Cox, Lycon, Mattsson, etc should have in there research collection. have used in numberous times to verify my own work. Thanks agian Peter for the signd copy, this book started my own personnal quest in my genealogy,a must read and must have book

In a publication dealing with vital statistics, dates, places, events, personal names, and individual details, one might ask whether inaccuracies have found their way into the text? Peter answers this question himself on the first page of his Introduction. He says that although the unknowns he faced when he started the project have been reduced, "ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS AND STILL UNDISCOVERED EVIDENCE WILL FURTHER REDUCE THE UNKNOWNS IN THE FUTURE." ...

[from the foreword by C. A. Weslager]

Fantastic Publication. Well researched and lots of primary documentation references. It is very useful for any researcher of Swedes in the PA/DE area.

An accurate account by the famous genealogist, with lots of footnotes and information on each of the families. Very helpful.
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